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ABSTRACT. Total transmission, absorption , and reRection of solar radiation have been determined for 
bare blue and white ice between 0.02 and 0.8 m in thickness as well as for blue ice covered with 0.01 to 
0 .4 m of dry packed snow. The calcula tions were pe rformed at 45 wa'Tlcngths between 400 nm and 
2 ' 50 nm using a two-stream model to account for the finite thickness of the ice and snow layers. T otal 
raciiati\"(' energies were found by numeri ca l integration over wavelength. The results were compared with 
corresponding calculations for optically thick ice of the same types. Albedos increase from about 0.05 for 
open water to a maximum of 0.9 fo r thick snow. For 0.8 m blue and white ice, predicted albedos on cloudy 
days arc 0.28 and 0.67 respectively. Under d ear skies these albedos decrease by 10 to 30"". Total trans
mission through thin ice (less than 0.8 m ) is from SO D" to 300°" greater than is predicted by Beer's law 
depending on ice type and cloud covt'!". Radia tiv(, energy absorption at the surface is independent of thick· 
ness, but significant departures from Beer's law of as much as 200" Cl arc evident in all rases below a depth 
of 2.5 mm. A paranwt .. rization scheme is presented for incorporating these result s into heat- and mass· 
bal"IHT studies. 

RF:SU~l1~ . L e.f t:ffets de [' epaisJcltr de la .elace JUT les echall,f!,es de rn..VOllllemelll .wlaire dWlJ Ics Ochl1ls polllir.t:s . On a 
deterrnine le bil a n dt· la translnissi o ll , d e I'absol'ption ct de la reAexioll du rayo nne ll1ellt solairc pour d (' la 
glace nuc, hleue et blanche entre 0,02 ,·t 0,8 m cl'epaisseur ainsi que pour la glace bleue r"couvert c d e 0,01 a 
0.4 m de neige s;'ch .. ta"ec. Le, .. a!culs ont ett' conduits pour 45 longueurs d'ondc entre 400 nm et 2 150 nm 
en utilisant un modele a deux Rux pour tenir compte d .. I'epaisseur fini !' des couches de glace et de ncige. 
Lt,S energies totaies de radiation ont ete trouve ... s par interpolation numeriqu(, entre les longueurs d'onde. 
Les resultats ont ete compares avcc les ca!culs correspondants pour d e la glace optiquement epaisse des 
111(' 111<" tVpl·S. Les albedos augmcntt'n t d.-puis cnviron 0,05 pour cle I' eau lib,." jusqu 'a un m"x imum de 
0,9 pour de la neige epaisse. Pour 0,8 m de glace bleue et blanche, le, a lbed os prevus par t .. mps eou,oc rt son t 
rc..; pcctivcrnent d e 0,28 et 0 ,67. Sous cid clair, ccs albedos diminue nt d e 10 a 30()(J' La transnlissio n to talc 
a tran.,.s unc glace mince (moins de 0,8 m ) est de 50° .. a 3000" superieurc a cdlc prevue par la loi de Beer 
selon le type de glace ct la nebulosite. L'absorption d 'encrgie rayonnee a la surface est independante de 
I' epaisseur, ma is un ecart significatif par ra pport a la loi de Beer a llant jusqu'a 200°,,, est mis en e"idence dans 
tous les cas en d essous d'unc profondeur d e 2,5 mm. Un schema de paranu' trisation t'st presente qui permet 
d'incorporer ces resultats dans les etudes de bilans de masse et de bilans thermiqucs. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Dcr Eilljl/lJS der Eisdicke all/ den Alls/aIlSC" dcr SOllllel/sfrnhlllllg uher dell polarell O ~ealle/l . 
Sowohl fiir bl" nk("s, weisses und blaues Eis mit Dicken zwischen 0,02 und 0,8 m wie fur blaues Eis mit ei ner 
0,01 bis 0,4 m dicken Deckc von trockencm, festem Schnec wurde die gesamte Durchlassigkcit , Absorption 
und R efiexion der Sonnenstrahlung beslimmt. Die Bcrechnungcn bczogcn si ch auf45 v\'l'll enlangen zwisehen 
400 nm und '-I '50 nm und benutzt cn ein Zwei.Strom.Modell , urn die begrcnzte Dicke der Eis- und 
Schnecschichten beruck~ichtigcn zu konnen . Die Ergebnisse wurden mit cnt sp!Tchenden Berechnungcn filr 
optisch dicke, Eis dessclbcn Typs vcrglichcn. Die Albedowerte wach~en "on ctwa 0,05 Cli,. oftenes Wasser 
bis zu einem Maximum von 0,9 fur ti cfcn Schnee. Die bcrechneten Albedowcrte fur 0,8 m dickes blaucs und 
weisscs Eis betragen an wolkigen Tagen 0,28 bzw. 0,67. U nt er klarem Himmel nchmcn die,e \Yert c um 
10 bis 10°0 "b. Die Gesamtdurchlass igkcit dunncn Eises (weniger als 0,8 m ) ist um 50 bis 300°" grosser a ls 
nach dem Ge5etz "on Beer, j c nach Eistyp und \Volkendecke . Die Absorption der Strahlungscnergie an 
der Obcrfiachc ist unabhangig von der Dicke, aber bctrachtliche Abwcichungen vom Becr'schen Gesetz, die 
200"" errcichen kbnnen , lreten in alien Fa llen unter ciner Tick von 2,5 mm auf. Es wird cin Schema zur 
Parametri,ierung cntworien, das die Aufnahme dieser Ergebnisse in Untersuchungen zum vVarme· und 
Masscnhaushalt edaubt. 

INTROD UCTION 

Understanding the interaction of solar radiation with ice and snow in the polar oceans is 
fundamental in studies of hea t and mass balance at high latitudes. The amount of solar 
energy absorbed by the ice directly influences not only the rates of melting and freezing at the 
upper and 100vcr boundaries, but also the thermal and mechanical properties of the ice 
through internal melting. In addition , the level of primary productivity (photosynthetic 
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growth of phytoplankton and algae ), which is the ultima te b asis for biological activity in the 
pola r regions, depends strongly on the intensity of sola r radia tion tra nsmitted through the 
Ice. 

Of particul a r importance a re the a reas of thin ice and open water continua lly crea ted by 
differentia l stresses within the pack, which cause cracking and separa tion of ice Roes. Although 
such a reas comprise only a sma ll fraction of the ice pack, their rol e in the overa ll radia ti ve 
energy budget is substantial. Much of the solar radia tion reaching the ocean passes through 
thin ice because of its low albedo a nd small optical depth . 

R ecent fi eld experiments h:we m ad e ava ilable the optical properties as a fun ction of wave
length for first- and multi-yea r sea ice a nd for certain types of a rctic snow (G renfell a nd 
M aykut, 1977) . Although these results apply to ice thicker than I m , they can a lso be used in 
conjunction with a sui table radia tive transfer model to study thinner ice. An important 
concern is tha t the optical properties of young growing ice may be quite different from those of 
more mature ice due to varia tions in brine volume, crys ta l structure, a nd bubble density, 
which occur ma inly in response to changes in tempera ture as the sea ice ages . Some of these 
varia tions , however, may tend to offset one a nother. For example, young ice has a la rge brine 
volume which increases its tra nspa rency, but its crysta l structure is more complex and fin e
gra ined than tha t of thick ice giving a higher density of sca ttering surfaces. T he rela tive 
importance of such effec ts is not ye t known , but the presentl y availa ble optical properties 
should provide a reasona ble first a pproxima tion for cases of thin ice. 

A deta iled study of the regiona l energy ba la nce of sea ice involves much more than the 
radia tive energy input a lone and is beyond the scope of the present study. The goa ls of this 
investigation are: (i) to compare various models [or trea ting radia tive tra nsfer in ice; (ii ) to 
investigate the effec ts of ice thi ckness, ice type, snow cover, a nd cloudiness on the refl ection , 
absorption , a nd transmission of short-wave radia tion ; a nd fin a lly (iii ) to formula te a simplified 
parameteriza tion of the radiative tra nsfer problem which can be used effi ciently in tota l 
energy-balance studies a nd biological inves tiga tions of a n ice-covered ocean. 

THEORY 

A genera l theory predicting the transfer of solar radiation through sea ice and snow should 
satisfy two genera l criteria. Because spec tra l ex tinction coefficients for these m a teria ls depend 
strongly on waveleng th (Aschkinass, 1895 ; Ewan, 1895; Sa uberer , 1938; Liljequist, 1956; 
O ckman , 1958), the a mount of light penetra ting to a given depth or back-sca tt ered into the 
a tmosphere can change dras tica ll y with wavelength over the sola r spec trum. Consequentl y, 
the theory should explicitl y describe the radiation fi eld as a fun ction of wavelengt h . At some 
wavelengths the optical thickness of a Roa ting ice cover is not la rge even fo r thicker (1- 3 m ) 
ice , thus the theory should accoun t for the effects of the discontinuity in sca ttering a t the ice
water interface . Since the polar oceans are typica lly covered by low stratus clouds during the 
summer, the radia tion inciden t upon the ice is usua ll y diffuse. Under these conditions the 
radia tive tra nsfer can be descr;bed adequa tely by a two-stream approxima tion which has a 
conve nient ana lytica l solution. T his is especia lly des ira ble since com puta tions can then be 
ca rried out effi cientl y for the la rge wavelength set necessary to cover the solar spectrum . 

In treating the problem of thin ice, two distinct types are considered . Sea ice with a thick
ness of J m or less is mos t common and consists ma inly of yo ung, ra pidly growing ice which 
has a high salinity. Such ice is homogeneous throughout and is usua ll y covered by dry wind
packed snow. For convenience young growing ice is referred to here as blue ice. T he second 
type, white ice , consists of a highl y sca ttering, gra nula r surface layer above a th in transition 
zone where the ice becomes consolida ted. Below the tra nsition zo ne the optical properties a re 
constant with d epth. Although white ice probably does not constitute a major frac tion of the 
thin ice during most of the year, substantia l quantities can be produced by summer a blation of 
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first-year ice in the marginal ice zones. Since the granular layer does not develop until the 
snow melts, only bare white ice need be considered. 

Consequently, a three-layer radiative transfer model can be used to represent the radiation 
field in the snow, ice, and water. The theory employed is an adaptation of Schuster's (1905) 
method as modified by Dunkle and Bevans (1956). I t describes the spatial dependence of the 
down- and up-welling irradiance which are defined as the total radiative energies incident per 
unit area per second on a horizontal surface from the upper and lower hemispheres respectively. 
In addition, irradiances with the argument A are defined per unit wavelength. Plane parallel 
geometry is assumed where the snow and ice layers have thicknesses hs and hi respectively. 

Specular reflection at the upper surface (RA ) is included explicitly since it is important for 
thin-ice cases. The down-welling irradiance in the snow or ice at the surface, Fl s, i(O, A), 
then equals the fraction of the incident irradiance entering the ice plus the fraction of the 
up-welling irradiance reflected downwards by the snow- air interface . For snow-covered ice 

Fls(o, A) = ( I - RA ) Fo ( '\) + RJis(o, ,\), 

where FoP ) is the incident spectral irradiance, and Fi s( 0, ,\ ) is the up-welling irradiance at 
the surface. At the snow- ice interface, continuity of the radiation field at each wavelength 
gIves 

and 

Since back-scattering by Arctic ocean water is extremely small (Smith, 1973), up-welling 
irradiance in the ocean can be neglected, so the boundary condition at the bottom of the ice 
can be written Fiw (hs+ hi , ,\ ) = o. A schematic diagram of the model together with the 
boundary conditions is shown in Figure I . In a given layer the optical properties are specified 
by the spectral extinction coefficient KA and by the spectral volume reflectivity rA- The equa
tions of transfer reported by Dunkle and Bevans (1956) are then used to d escribe incremental 
radiation losses due to back-scattering and absorption in infinitesimal layers for both up- and 
down-welling irradiance. Integration of these equations subject to the above boundary 
conditions gives the depth dependence of the radiation field taking into account multiple 
scattering. 

Defining y = sinh- ' (KAlr),), the solutions can be expressed as follows: 

snow: 
Fls (h, A) 

Fi s(h, ,\) 

= Fo ( A) A(R),) sinh (QA-K),Sh), } 

= Fo ( A) A(R),) sinh (QA -Ys-KASh), 

AIR 

~~~~~L---~~~h=O (1- R>J Fa(A)+ R[st(O,A) = F;(O,A) 

F."t(h A) = F·,t(h A) 
. ·SNOW . .. · hs 

5 5' I 5' 

/ 
OCEAN 

// 
Fig. 1. ·Schematic illustration of the radiatiue transfer model. 
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where 

A (RA) = ( I - RA )J [sinh QA - RA sinh (QA- YS) ]' 

and QA is determined from 

h Q _ sinh (KAShs+ Ys ) sinh (KAihi + Yi ) - sinh (KA Sh" ) sinh (/(Ailii ). 
tan A - cosh (K"Shs + Ys) sinh (KAihi + Yi) - cosh (KAShs) sinh (/(Alli i), 

lce : 

where 

water: 

Fti (h, A) = FOUl) A (RA ) BA sinh [KAi (hs+ hi - h) + Yi], 
Fji (h, A) = Fo ( A) I1 (R,\) BA sinh [KAi(hs+ hi - h)), 

Ftw (ll, A) = FOUl) A (RA ) BA (K;drAl) exp [- K,\ W(h- hs- h j ) ], 

Fj w(h, A) = 0. 

When snow is absent, the solutions reduce to: 

and 

in the ice, where 

and 

F~i (h , A) = Fo( A) A' (RA) sinh [KAi(hi - h) + Yi] , } 

Fji (h, A) = Fop.) A' (RA) sinh [KAl (hi - h)], 

Flw (h, A) = Fo(A) A' (R,\)(K,\I jrAi) exp [- K"W(h - hi )], 
FT w(h, A) = 0, 

in the ocean. The albedo is expressed as 

( l-R lt ) Fjl (O, A) 
IX" = Rlt + Fo( A) , 

where FT1 ( 0, A) is the up-welling irradiance at the surface. The rate at which radiative energy 
per unit area E is absorbed by the ice depends on the depth dependence of the net irradiance, 
Fnet (h, A) = FH h, A) - Fl(h , A). At a particular depth , 

(2E) 2 f -;;- = --:;- Fnet(h, A) dA. 
et h cz 

In the limit of very large optical depth 'T,\, where 'TA = K,, (hs+ hi), the resulting solution of 
the two-stream model is an exponential law. For a single homogeneous layer 

Fnet(A,h) = ( l - o:,\)Fo (A)exp (-K"h). 

This is often called Beer's law and is frequently used to describrd the radiation field in ice and 
snow. For young ice, however , large optical depth is a poor approximation in the visible and 
near infrared, and Beer 's law gives a substantial underestimate of the transmitted energy . In 
addition , Beer's law cannot predict the dependence of albedo on ice thickness . The importance 
of these limitations will be examined in the results sec tion. 

Input parameters 

To specify the solutions to the equations of transfer for a particular type of snow or ice, thf' 
appropriate set of optical properties is required . Although the values for blue ice are not 
known precisely , they are assumed to be similar to those reported by Grenfell and Maykut 
(1977) for melting first-year blue ice because both types have a high brine volume without a 
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distinct surface-scattering layer. Values of K). and "'). for thick layers of blue ice, white ice, and 
dry packed snow in the visible and near infrared can then be taken from Grenfell and Maykut 
( 1977 ). Since the extinction coefficients are not available beyond 750 nm , they have been 
estimated by extrapolation based on data for clear ice (Sauberer, 1938; Ockman, 1958). The 
slope of K). versus wavelength for snow from 600 to 750 nm agrees with K ,\ being proportional 
to the square root of the extinction coefficient of clear ice (Bohren and Ba rkstrom , 1974) so I( 

is extrapolated into the infrared on this basis. Since the corresponding relationship for sea ice 
is not known, infrared values are estimated by extl°apola ting the I(). curves smoothly out to 
1 000 nm. Beyond 1 000 nm the wavelength dependence of /(A for sea ice is assumed to be 
proportional to that of snow. In all cases the curves are trunca ted at 104 m - I since larger values 
affect the results only in the uppermost 0.1 mm. 

For Arctic Ocean water, Smith ( 1973 ) found an extinction coefficient at 500 nm of 
0.0444 m - I, but did not report results for other wavelengths. Tyler and Smith ( [970), 
however, give spect,oal extinction coefficients from 400 to 700 nm for va ri ous bodies of water. 

400 1200 1400160018002000 

A(nm) 

Fig. 2. Spectral ertillctioll co(fficil'lltsfor (a) .WOll', (bl ll'hite ice, .",~/ilce scatterillg lorer, (cl white ice, illterior, (d l blue ice, 
alld (e ) water. The ha/dud area betwefll (b) lIlId (c) "/,,,sellts the trallsitioll ,:;olle of white ice. Extrapolated mllles are 
indicoted by the dashed curve seglllents . 
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Since their values for the Gulf Stream near 500 nm are consistent with those of Smith ( 1973) 

these results are assumed to apply to the polar oceans as well. At longer wavelengths, extinc
tion coefficients are taken from Aschkinass ( 1895) since theydosely match the values of Tyler 
and Smith near 700 nm. Composite curves of the extinction coefficients from 400 nm to 
2 150 nm are given in Figure 2. 

Volume reflecta nces for ice and snow are derived from spectral albedos and extinction 
coefficients using Equations ( 1) - (3). Spectral albedos from 400 to 1 000 nm are taken from 
Grenfell and Maykut ( 1977). Beyond 1000 nm albedos appear to be available only for 
"old snow" (McClatchey and others, 1971); however, O'Brien and Munis ( 1975) have made 
extensive measurements of spectral reflectance relative to BaS04 for different types of snow. 
In combination with the spectral reflectance of BaS04 (Grum and Luckey, 1968), "'A is 
estimated for dry snow out to 2 150 m. For white ice "'A is extrapolated smoothly down to he 
limit of specular reflection near I 300 nm, while for blue ice "'A reaches this limit just below 
I 000 nm and extrapolation is not required. In the ocean rAw is assumed to be zero at all 
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Fig. 3. Spectral albedos for blue ice, white ice, aTld STl OW. Extrapolated values are iTldicated by the dashed Cllrve segments. 
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wavelengths. Spectral albedos adopted for optically thick layers of snow, ice, and water are 
shown in Figure 3. 

Specular reflection for all surface types is assumed to be 0.05 at 450 nm and is scaled with 
wavelength according to variations in the refractive index based on the formulation of 
Alkezweeny and Hobbs (1966) . R,\ decreases slowly with increasing wavelength reaching a 
value of about 0.045 near 2 150 nm. 

Determination of actual irradiance levels and energy absorption rates in the ice and ocean 
requires absolute values of incident spectral irradiance. Both the magnitude and spectral 
composition of Fo ( A) are significantly affected by variations in cloudiness as a result of back
scattering and selective absorption in the infrared due to cloud particles and water vapor. 
To show the effects of a continuous cloud cover , incident irradiances are required for conditions 
of clear skies and he<).vy overcast. Illumination is chosen to be representative of late spring 
and summer conditions in the Arctic. 

For clear skies Fo ( A) is taken from Gast (1960) assuming a solar zenith angle of 60° (air 
mass of 2). In this case more than 99° ;, of the energy falls between 400 nm and 2 ISO nm. 
For cloudy skies, spectral data are scarce; however, crude measurements have been reported 
for both clear and cloudy conditions at mid-latitudes by Sauberer and Dirmhirn ( 1958) . In 
the Arctic, a typical cloud cover reduces the total incident irradiance Fo by only a factor of 
two to three (Vowinckel and Orvig, 1962 ; Weaver , 1970) as opposed to a factor often more 
typical for heavy overcast at lower latitudes. Consequently, Fu ( A) for cloudy ski es is deter
mined from the data of Gast (1960) using the relative spectral values from Sauberer and 
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Fig. 4. Sular -'fieelrulll/or clear a/ld clolld)' skies/TOIII J UO 1/1/1 102 '50/1111. 
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Dirmhirn ( 1958) , but the reduction in total incident irradiance is assumed to be a factor of 
three. In this ca~e almost none of thc incident radiation lies beyond I 200 11111 due to the large 
attenuation by water vapor at infrared wavelengths. Thc curves of Fo(>. ) uSl'd here are given 
in Figure 4. 

RESll LTS 

The radiativc model has been chosen to apply specifically to the polar regions during the 
spring and summcr. In this period the solar elevation changes slowly, and the major varia
tions in Fo ( ..\ ) are duc to clouds. The radiation field in the ice and snow was calculated at 45 

wavelengths covering the solar spectrum, and ice thicknesses of 0.02, 0 .05, O. I, 0.2, 0 .4, and 
0.8 m were studied. For blue ice, ovedying snow layers of 0.01,0.02,0.05, o. 1,0.2, and 0 .4 m 
were also included. Comparative results for Beer 's law were determined by assuming an ice 
thickness of 10 m and calculating irradiances in the upper 0.8 m. Wavelength-integrated 
irradiances were then calculated numerically in order to find total albedos and transmitted 
energies. Energy absorption (Equation (4)) was also evaluated numerically using a three
point Lagrange differentiation formula (Davis and Polonsky, 1964). 

Since the extinction coefficients of white ice vary through the transition zone , a differential 
method was employed to find net irradiances. The spectral albedo and Fll ct(o, ..\) wel'e 
calculated first using depth-averaged optical properties. A series of ratios FlIl't(/l , ..\ ) / 
FIll,t (h - !1h, ..\), beginning at the surface, was then determined from the ex tinction coefficients 
for depth h- ·kt:.h from which the irradiance profile was constructed. 

,'llbedos 

In general the spectral albedos of ice and snow increase with total thickness at a rate which 
depends on depth . When the layer is optically thin ( T 'I < I ) , IXA is most sensitive to h. When 
the optical depth becomes large ( T,I ~ 4), the up-welling irradiance originating near the 
bottom is absorbed before reaching the surface and IXA is no longer inHuenced by changes in ice 
thickness . Because of the strong spectral dependence of KA, the geometrical thickness for which 
TA equals four is a function of wavelength . For example, at wavelengths beyond I 000 nm 
albedos do not change once the ice grows thicker than about 0.02 m; however, at 500 nm, 
where K,\ is a minimum, the albedo of an 0.8 m layer of blue ice has reached only 85 0 u of its 
maximum possible value . 

The total albedo, g-i\'l'n by IX = J IX,I Fu ( ..\ ) d..\ I J Fo ( ..\ ) d..\ , combines the contribution 

of IX,I over the entire solar spectrum. As the first fcw centimeters of ice growth or snow deposi
tion occur, the spectral albedos increase at all wavelengths and IX rises rapidly. For thicker 
layers the increase of IX slows as the ice or snow becomes optically thick over a growing 
wavelength range. Figure 5 shows the calculated dependence of IX on layer thickness for blue 
ice , white ice, and snow . The total albedo reaches about 99.8 % of its maximum value when 
T ;O() = 4, corresponding to a geometrical thickness of h* = 4!K;oo. For snow h* = 0.25 rn, 
while for blue and white ice the values of h* are 3.3 m and I . I rn respectivel y. 

Also shown in Figure 5 are the differences in the albedo for clear and cloudy skies. Because 
IXA is weighted by the incident spectral irradiance, the removal of infrared radiation favors 
shorter wavelengths where IXA is larger. Consequently, on cloudy days IX increases by 13 % for 
snow, 22 % for white ice, and 30% for blue ice. 

Transmission 

The influence of the lower boundary is also apparent in the behavior of the net irradiance. 
To illustl"ate the behaviol" of the spectral irradiance in the ice, a representative series of profiles 
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is shown in Figure 6 for blue ice under clear skies at 650 nm. lee thicknesses range from 0.05 
to 0.8 m. The Beer's law profile is also included. Since Fn pt(h, ..\ ) is proportional to ( I -IX,\), 

the curves for different ice thicknesses are displaced vertically in the sense that, at a given 
depth , F net (h, .-\) is lower for thicker layers. If IX,\ were constant, all of the curves would 
coincide at the upper surface. In addition , the depth dependence of the net irradiance 
depends on thickness. Because back-scattering in the water is assumed to be zero, it produces 
no contribution to the up-welling irradiance · in the ice. Consequently, the up-welling 
irradiance at a given level comes only from the ice below that level and must drop to zero at 
the ice- water boundary. On the other hand, contributions to the down-welling irradiance 
from below arise from radiation which has undergone multiple back-scattering and are quite 
small, so the down-welling irradiance is only slightly affected by the location of the lower 
boundary. The resulting net irradiance then decreases less rapidly than Beer's law predicts. 
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For 0.2 to 0.8 m ice Fnet(h, A) shows a marked upward curvature away from an exponential 
behavior. The insert to Figure 6 gives the individual up- a nd down-welling components for 
0.8 m ice together with the corresponding net irradiance. At other wavelengths the behav ior 
of the profiles is similar. 

At 650 nm the model predicts a transmitted irradiance for 0.05 m blue ice of 1.42 times 
as large as does Beer's law. This excess decreases to about 1.34 for 0.8 m ice, a nd it approaches 
a lower limit, if650 , of 1.30 for optically thick layers. if A is obtained from the ratio of the 
transmitted net irradiance to the transmission predicted by Beer 's law in the limit of ver y large 
total thickness. Specifically 

if A = 2 sinh y/ [exp y- I]. 

if A is largest ( 1.43) at about 500 nm where scattering is most important relative to absorption 
(y is a minimum), and it decreases to I a t longer wavelengths where absorption dominates 
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Fig. 6. Net spectral irradiance at 650 nm versus depth Jor blue ice as a Junction oJ ice thickness. The insert shows up- and 
dowll-welling components together with resulting F net{h) Jor 0.8 m blue ice. 
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(y ~ I). For white ice and snow, 2500 is 1.86 and 1.97 respectively, closely approaching the 
limit of 2 for pure scattering (y -+ 0). 

The depth dependence of the wavelength-integrated net irradiance Fnet (h) in the ice and 
underlying ocean is characterized by a rapid drop in the first 0.02 to 0.05 m, where most of the 
infrared is absorbed, followed by a more gradual decrease deeper in the ice. At the bottom of 
the ice Fnet(h) experiences a discontinuity in slope due to the difference between the optical 
properties of ice and water. In water the irradiance obeys Beer's law, that is, the spectral 
irradiance profiles are exponential at all wavelengths. Representative curves of Fnet (h) are 
shown in Figure 7 for homogeneous blue ice under both clear and cloudy skies. The circles 
show Fnet (o), and the ice-water boundary is indicated by the diamonds. On clear days 
Fnet {o) is about three times as large as on cloudy days, however, the decrease in the first 0.02 m 
is more than twice as great because of the larger percentage of the incident radiation in the 
infrared. 

Since the integrated net irradiance F net (h) combines the results at individual wavelengths, 
values of net irradiance at any depth are larger for thinner ice. Also each of the integrated 
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Fig. 7. Integrated net irradiance versus depth for blue ice as a function of ice thickness under clear and cloudy conditions. The 
circles indicate Fnet(o) and the diamonds show the location of the ice-water boundan. 
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profiles curves upward away from Beer's law with increasing depth . Calculations for white ice 
and snow show similar results; however, the individual profiles are, in general, more widely 
separated due to the larger albedo variations , and there is a stronger decrease in the first 
0.05 m. The excess energy transmission relative to Beer's law by blue ice is about 1.5 for all 
cases presented in Figure 7 because reductions in Fnet(/z ) resulting from the increase of albedo 
with ice thickness are just compensated by changes in the shape of the profiles. This does not 
hold for white ice, on the other hand, and the excess transmission ranges (i·om 1.9 for 0.8 m 
ice to 3.0 for 0 .02 m ice. Since these results are expressed as ratios or total transmission 
predicted for the same illumination conditions by the two models, the effects of cloudiness tend 
to cancel, and the excess transmission is nearly independent of the cloud cover. 

Reduction in the incident irradiance by clouds does not affect the transmitted irradiances 
as strongly. Because the ice quickly absorbs most of the incident infrared radiation, trans
mission above 800 nm is small even on clear days. As a result, with the present assumption 
that the total incident irradiance is reduced threefold by a cloud cover, the amount of radia
tion transmitted by blue ice drops by only a factor of 2 to 2.5 for 0.8 and 0 .02 m ice res
pectively. Analogous calculations performed for white ice show that the behavior of Fnf' t(lz i ) 

is qualitatively similar to that of blue ice, but since infrared absorption is even stronger the 
reduction in transmission is only 1.9 for 0 .8 m ice and 2.2 for 0.02 m ice. 

Energy absorption 

In general, the energy absorption , given by Equation (4), is greatest at the surface, 
dropping off rapidly in the first 0.05 to o. I m as the infrared radiation is removed , then 
decreasing more gradually below o. I m as thc remaining radiation is attenuated . Compara
tive calculations for thick blue and white ice (Fig. 8) show that , although energy absorption 
at the surface is greater for white ice, it falls below the value for blue ice at about 5 mm. This 
is mainly due to the high extinction in the surface layer of white ice, which lowers the trans
mission to the interior. Much more radiation penetrates deep into blue ice, since it has no 
surface scattering layer; therefore, because absorptio-n depends on the irradiance level as well 
as I{,\, energy input to the interior of blue ice is larger even though the extinction coefficients 
are smaller. 

Calculations performed for clear skies show that the energy absorption curves are similar 
in relative magnitude to those for the cloudy case. Below o . I m in both blue and white ice, 
however, total absorption is about twice as large as on cloudy days. Near the surface, the 
absorption is about 50 times greater under clear skies because of the larger percentage of 
infrared in Fo in addition to the higher irradiance levels. 

Energy absorption has also been determined for the thin-ice cases, but, because the curves 
overlap near the surface, they are not included in Figure 8. Instead, the ratio of energy 
absorption relative to that of Beer's law is determined. Results are shown in Figure 9 for both 
blue and white ice under cloudy conditions. At the surface the divergence is the same as for 
Beer's law to within 0 . 2 % for either ice type, because the energy is absorbed predominantly at 
wavelengths greater than I 000 nm. In this spectral region extinction coefficients are so large 
that the influence of the lower boundary is negligible. 

Since the effect of the lower boundary condition is to slow the rate at which Fnet(h) 
decreases with depth, the resulting energy absorption tends to fall below the Beer's law 
prediction. This effect is stronger for thinner ice so that in homogeneous blue ice the absorp
tion at a given depth is lowest for the 0.02 m case and increases with ice thickness, reaching a 
maximum for the Beer's law case. 

The same effect is present for white ice; however, it is dominant only below the surface 
scattering layer or near the lower boundary. In the surface layers more energy can be 
absorbed than Beer's law predicts because the rapid increase of <X with ice thickness results in a 
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Fig. 8. Divergence of the net irradiance (V' . Fnet) versus depth in thick (10 m) blue and white ice. Cloudy conditions. 

strong decrease in net irradiance. For Beer's law, the irradiance near the surface is low enough 
that its depth derivative is smaller than for thin ice. The relative absorption curves for white 
ice then start at I for h = 0 and rise to a maximum as the influence of the lower boundary 
condition increases. At greater depths the curves drop below I and decrease smoothly to the 
bottom of the ice. The maximum occurs closer to the surface for thinner ice because of the 
stronger influence of the lower boundary. In the 0.02 m case the lower-boundary effect is 
dominant and the relative absorption in the ice never rises above unity. 

In the water below the discontinuity the relative absorption rises gradually even though 
KA w is smaller than KAI because the irradiance levels in the infinite ice layer are much lower 
than those in the water. Ultimately all the curves rise above unity. For blue ice this occurs 
deepest-at 1.3 m beneath 0.02 m ice and at about 4 m beneath 0.8 m ice. The low relative 
absorption in the uppermost 20 mm of open water is a result of the lower infrared extinction 
coefficients. 

DISCUSSION 

For practical application of the present results to more general problems of the total 
energy balance of sea ice, it is desirable to approximate the behavior of the radiation field in a 
compact parameterized form. In the approach of Grenfell and Maykut (1977), a simple 
Beer's law formulation is used for sea ice by including a surface transmission term io to account 
for infrared absorption in the upper o. I to 0.2 m of the ice. Although the choice of io depends' 

t 
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Fig. 9. Energy absorption relative to Beer' law [ ( \7 . F nc')h.l( \7· FnctlDL] versus depth as a Junction oJice thicknessJor 
blue ice (top ) and white ice (bolloi,, ). Cloudy conditions. 

on ice type and cloud conditions, a single bulk extinction coefficient can be used. To extend 
the formulation to thin ice, io is defined as the fraction of Fnet(h) transmitted through the entire 
ice layer, since Beer's law is a poor approximation for hi ~ 0.8 m . H ence the amount of 
radiative energy absorbed by the ice is Ea = Fo ( I -IX)( I -io), and the energy transmitted to 
the ocean is Et = Fo( I -1X)io. As a first approximation it can be assumed that a ll the energy 
absorbed by the ice contributes to surface m elting, so that IX and io alone a re sufficient to specify 
the radiative energy balance at the surface. Consequently IX and io have been parameterized 
as functions of ice thickness for each surface type under clear and cloudy skies. Equations for 
snow-covered blue ice are given separately to a void inaccuracies due to the strong albedo 
variations which occur fot small changes in thin (less than 10 mm) snow layers. 

Formulae for IX and io are presented in Tables I and II respectively for ice thicknesses 
between 0.02 and 0.8 m 'and for 0.01 to 0.4 m layers of show. Although snow albedos are 
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actua ll y calculated for snow-covered blue ice, variations in thickn ess of the underlying ice layer 
have a negligible effect for more tha n 10 mm of snow. Thus, the albedo is due to the snow 
layer a lone and the dependence on hi can be suppressed . This is not true for io) however, and 
two-dimensional representation is required for snow-covered ice. The quoted errors are 
maximum deviations between the parameterization formulae a nd the model results . 

TABLE I. ALBEDO PARAMETERIZATlON 

IX = I - A exp ( - Bh )- Cexp ( - Dh ) 

Ice !vpe ClolldilleSJ A B C D Error 
Blue ice Clear 0. 110 15.46 0.820 0.1216 < 100 
0.8 m ;, hi ~ 0.02 m Cloudy 0.150 12.02 0 .800 0.2 16 I < l ~ o 
" 'hire ice Clear 0·4 '9 12.40 0 .53 1 0 .195 8 < 2·5°0 
0.8 In ;;.. hi ::> 0.02 m Cloudy 0.540 10. 11 0.4.10 0.282 7 < 3°0 
Dry packed snow o\"er hlu" ice C lear 0.22 1 3 77.48 0 .1 98 0 < Son 
0.4 In .¥ h:-:. ;.. 0.01 m 

Blue ice 
0.8 m ;;. h, ~> 0.02 m 
\ "hir e ice 
0.8 m ;;;:: Iq ;,.., 0.02 m 
Drv packed snow over blur ice 
0-4 m ;> h" :> 0.0 I m 
0.8 In ;;;. hi ::... 0.01 m 

CONCLUSIONS 

Cloud y 0':{18 I 77.81 

TABLE I I. io PARAMETERIZATION 

io = A exp ( - Bh )+ Ccxp ( - - DII ) 

0 .1 00 0.050 76 

Clolldille.rs A BeD 

< 7°0 

C lear 0.1925 12.96 0·5 1 .~ 1.227 
Cloudy 0.1553 12 .84 0 .755 1.081 
Clear 0.3894 12·39 0 .350 1.578 
Cloudy 0 .3456 10.30 0.590 1. 3 I 5 
Clear A = 0.225 7 exp ( - 16. 73ft, ) .. o .. p 7 4 cxp ( - 43 .89h, ) 

B = 0.728 0 exp ( - O. 186 2h, ) ,- 0.353 2 cxp ( - I :~.04hs) 
C = 0.156 I exp (- 92.79h,, ) 
D = 10.06 + 0.0995 cxp ( - 94.20/', ) J- ' 

Cloudy A = 0.980 exp (- '7.8Ihs ) 
R = 0.694 5 exp ( - O. I 04 8h,H - 0.303 cxp ( -- 54.92hs,·42) 
C = D = 0.0 

Error 

< 4~ 0 
< 2 ~o 
< 4~/n 
< 2·5°0 
< 6 °" 

As a basis for predicting the radiative energy absorbed and transmitted by young sea ice , 
it is importa nt to use a wavelength-dependent analysis with a model which accounts for the 
finit e thickness of the ice. The two-stream model used here is the simplest theory which fulfills 
these requirements. It has an analytic solution which allows for rapid calculations over a 
large wavelength set while retaining the essential physics. It shows that energy absorption 
near the surface is sensitive both to spectral albedos in the I 000 to 3000 nm range and to the 
effects of cloudiness on the incident spectral irradiance. According to the two-stream model 
up to 200 % more energy is transmitted by thin ice than is predicted by Beer's law. Although 
a more complex model treating the angular distribution of the radiation field would presum
ably provide greater accuracy, its use is not yet feasible due to the lack of scattering functions 
for sea ice. Such a model would be most valuable for interpreting pemote-sensing data from 
satellites and for calculating the energy balance during cloud-free periods when the incident 
radiation field is highly anisotropic . 

An important goal of the present work is to provide a simple method for determining the 
rate of energy absorption and tra nsmission using parameterizations of Cl( and i Q • The radiative 
energy balance can then be obtained from total incident irradiances routinely measured with 
thermopile radiometers in most field inves tigations. The principal uncertainties involved are 
the shape of the solar spectrum on cloudy days, the optical properties of young growing ice, 
and the lack of spectral albedos beyond I 000 nm. It is difficult , however , to estimate the 
magnitude of errors thus introduced , and although considerable effort has been made to 
mainta in consistency with available data, additional field measurements are necessary to 
refine the present results . 
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